This Master's Thesis Recital, recorded on the accompanying compact disc, contains music written by composers from five different stylistic epochs: Baroque, Classical, Romantic, Impressionist, and Modern (twentieth century). The diversity of pieces allowed me to present different compositional methods, structural forms, and individual composers' styles. These program notes provide historical and biographical background, analyses, and musical examples for each piece.
In the chorale sections, the theme is usually presented in just one solo, or at most, two solo voices. Thus, the alternation between ritornello passages and chorale passages resembles concerto form, with its juxtaposed tutti and solo sections.
The first eight measures of this chorale setting recur throughout as a ritornello.
This ritornello presents an embellished version of the chorale theme. For example, The first three pitches of the melody, B-C-D, become (G-A-)B-(D)-C-C-(E)-D-D. The formal structure of the ritornello is that of a parallel period (4 + 4). The antecedent phrase ends on the dominant of G major and the consequent ends with a perfect authentic tonic cadence. The first statement of the chorale theme (mm. 9-16) is placed in the tenor voice. The other voices accompany the theme in a note-against-note rhythmic relation, except for the soprano voice, which frequently incorporates eighth-note figuration based on the ritornello. Figure 1 shows this initial entrance: The second ritornello (mm. 17-23) is an exact repetition of the first. The second chorale entrance (mm. 24-31) is divided between the soprano voice (see Figure 2 ) and the tenor voice (mm. 29-32). Beethoven's keyboard compositions from this period are heightened registral and dynamic contrasts, bold harmonic progressions, and innovations in sonata form. Of the latter, three are especially pertinent to the "Waldstein": 1) Composing the second theme in a key other than the expected dominant or (in the case of minor-mode pieces) the relative major. In the "Waldstein," the second theme appears in E major in the exposition and in A major in the recapitulation, rather than the more concentional G major dominant and C major tonic. E major and A major are in mediant relationships with the tonic. Beethoven had already exploited mediant relationships in some earlier works: the second theme is the Piano Sonata in G major,
Op. 31, no. 1, is in B major (III#), while that of the Quintet Op. 29 in C major is in A major (VI#). The Variations Op.34 also are largely organized around third-relations: F major-{D major-Bb major-G major-Eb major-C minor/C major}-F major).
2) Beethoven continued to enlarge the development as Haydn and Mozart had before him. Whereas development sections had typically occupied Beethoven's twenty to fifty percent of the exposition, Beethoven's often equalled the exposition in length.
3) Beethoven also enlarges the codas, which can sometimes amount to an entire developmental rotation through the expositional materials.
Beethoven composed his Piano Sonata in C major, Op.53 ("Waldstein") in 1803-1804. It was published in 1805, and was dedicated to his patron and good friend, Count Ferdinand von Waldstein as an expression of thanks for his financial help. In the same year, when
Beethoven composed Sonata Op.53 (1803), he also composed the Symphony No.3
Eroica.
First movement. The first theme (mm.1-13) is in sentence form and ends with a half cadence on at m. 13. The figure presents the first theme group. The transition is of the dissolving consequent type. That is, its opening parallels that of the first theme, but instead of leading to a perfect authentic cadence in C major, to answer the half cadence in m. 13, it transforms the tonic into an Italian augmented-sixth chord (C-E-A# ) that leads to the dominant of E major, several measures before the second theme. The second theme group (mm. 35-74) starts in E major (III#) instead of the traditional dominant key. The theme has two parts (S1 and S2). The formal structure of the first part (S1 mm. 35-50) is that of a repeated, eight-bar chorale-like theme; the repetition introduces triplet, accompanimental figuration in the right hand that becomes thematic in S2 (mm. 50-74). Both S1 and S2 end with perfect authentic cadences, the second a concerto-like "thrill cadence." In the recapitulation (mm. 156-173), Beethoven takes advantage of the two-fold statement of S1 to satisfy two major-mode sonata conventions the transposition of the second theme down a fifth and the recapitulation of the second theme in the tonic. The first statement of S1 appears in A major but modulates, via A minor, to C major for the repetition of S1 ( Figure 11 ). Figure 11 . Beethoven: Sonata Op.53-The second theme group (mm. 196-203) In the coda (mm. 250-302), we notice elements from the first theme, transition, and the second theme are recapitulated. The movement ends with the reminiscence of the beginning of the sonata.
Second movement. Introduzione (Adagio molto):
Beethoven initially composed an Andante in F major to use as the second movement of Op. 53, but concluded that the duration of the andante was too long and therefore decided to publish it separately as the Andante Favori WoO 57 (1806). "It is hard to believe the tale that Beethoven was persuaded by "a friend" to substitute for the long Andante for the "Waldstein" Sonata, the short Adagio, which now introduces the Finale". 3 "Another movement perhaps intended for the "Waldstein" is the Bagatelle in C, WoO 56, whose opening theme has similar contours to that of the "Waldstein. Beethoven. While these markings can be fully realized on the instruments of Beethoven's day, great care must be taken by modern performers in order to approximate the effect on modern instruments. This is often approximated by using ¼ pedaling. One of the most difficult technical parts of the A section is a sequence of continuous trills that accompany the main theme, all to be played by the right hand. So demanding was this procedure that, in the autograph, Beethoven included a simplified manner of execution for those who may not be technically proficient to play the trills as written. The material in the left hand is not as technically difficult as the right-hand part, but it is important to voice it well, maintain a strictly steady rhythm, and distinguish accurately between dotted notes and triplets.
The middle section (B, mm. 41-68) is actually a development of the A material. The right and left hands exchange parts, the principal melody now appearing in the right.
The following chart shows that much of this section is based on equal subdivision of the octave by four semitones: The structure of the piece is A B C A B C + Coda and the beginning is unusual, with twenty-three bars of trills and dynamic "swells" that change frequently from piano to mezzo forte. After the twenty-three bars of trills, the main melody (part A) is set in the right hand with an accompaniment in the left hand. The principal melody -imbued with a contour that employs a modal construction-is presented initially in single notes (mm.24-39), then in octaves as the register changes (mm.40-58). Mana-Zucca (born Augusta Zuckerman), was an American composer who studied the piano with Ferruccio Busoni, Leopold Godowsky and Alexander Lambert.
Mana-Zucca performed to acclaim in both Europe and America. She wrote over 1000 compositions, including more than 300 pieces for solo piano. The Cuban Dance is one of these compositions.
This short piece is written in A minor and its form is A B A + Coda. The beginning of the composition presents an introduction of one measure-three intervals with fermatas on each-that gives the pianist the opportunity to play ad libitum.
The melody is written in the right hand and its staccato articulation is to sound very leggiero. The melody presents the character of the dance and a sense for Cuban music.
The left-hand accompaniment uses the characteristic "Habanera" rhythm:
The first section (A) is in A minor, presenting the melody in sixteenth notes. The first eight measures present a sentence in A minor. The next eight measures present the other sentence in F minor/ C minor and modulate back to A minor, with a confirmation of the dominant of A minor-two strong chords are at the end of the sentence. Section A2 (m.18) is a variation of section A. In this section, the composer brings a new voice in the part of the right hand -creating a duet-and the melody is now presented with a stronger dynamic marking. introduction of the iron frame and the double-escape mechanism-led the way towards greater tonal resources and ease of execution. Liszt strived to make the piano sound like an orchestra and his many transcriptions of orchestral repertoire attest to this.
Liszt, along with fellow avant-garde composers Berlioz, Wagner and others, helped introduced a different approach to composition: freedom from a formal plan. He was also recognized for his use of monothematicism and transformation of themes. This approach presents one or more short ideas-motives-and develops them through variation After a series of scherzando variations, Liszt heralds the tonality of F major through a chromatic modulation, and the "Jota" theme is presented in an undulating, quasibarcarolle character (mm.337-349). The harmonic plan can be shown as: At measure 380, the sudden reappearance of the "Jota" theme in its initial meter (3/8) and
scherzando character initiates a frenetic buildup of intensity that culminates in the "Jota" theme at m.508 characterized by incredible bravura in its leaps and interlocking octaves, a specialty of Liszt's.
The ensuing pages help make this Rhapsody one of Liszt's most technically spectacular works. Through bravura passage work-including chromatic runs in thirds, daring changes of register, extensions into tenths (a difficult proposition for small hands) and
wide leaps-the bolero rhythmic pulse monumentality dwells on a melodic figure based on the folia and concludes the work in a martial tone with parallel octaves and chords. In time, Liszt's style changes course, abandoning bravura display for the economical and visionary language used in the late works.
